We present a new perspective of the link between QED and Maxwell's equations. We demonstrate that the interpretation of D = ε 0 E as vacuum polarization is consistent with QED. A free electromagnetic field polarizes the vacuum, but the polarization and magnetization currents cancel giving zero source current. The speed of light is a universal constant, while the fine structure constant, which couples the electromagnetic field to matter, runs as it should.
As heralded in the Introduction, the vacuum in QED acts like a dielectric medium where the virtual pairs shield the original point charges. In this Section, the vacuum contribution to the dielectric permittivity ε 0 and the magnetic permeability µ 0 will be calculated by incorporating them into the electromagnetic Lagrangian. In QED the bare potentials A µ 0 and charge e 0 are rescaled to give the physical four-potential A µ and the physical electron charge e; that is,
This rescaling is at the basis of the renormalization program. The renormalized QED Lagrangian density will be written as
Details of L Dirac are omitted because renormalization of the masses will not be discussed here. The interaction term is
Here, j µ is the current due to real charges, while the current density j µ v due to the creation of virtual pairs and the Z 3 − 1 counterterm are incorporated into L Maxwell . Together, they describe the reduction in vacuum polarization relative to its maximum value at k 2 = 0. The current induced in the vacuum by the four-potential A ν due to virtual pairs of type s (where s corresponds to the possible different leptons) is
where g µν is the metric tensor, with diagonal (1, −1, −1, −1), and Π s k 2 is the QED vacuum "polarization" of a 44 s-type particle. If A ν (k) describes real photons, the on-shell condition k 2 = 0 is satisfied. This is a generalization 45 of the usual textbook treatment of electron-position virtual pairs [26, 27] , extended to other fermions.
46
The Feynman diagram in Fig. 1 is a pictorial representation of vacuum polarization in the one-loop approximation. The wavy lines represent an electromagnetic field, while a vertex represents the interaction of the field with the fermions, which are represented by the internal lines. The loop labelled 1 represents a virtual electron-positron pair created at space-time point x 1 = (ct 1 , x 1 ) and annihilated at x 2 = (ct 2 , x 2 ). The loop labelled 2 represents creation of a muon-antimuon pair and so on. The sum over single virtual pairs in the linear approximation, where Π is A-independent, is In the on-shell counterterm
The vacuum polarization Π s (k 2 ) is a divergent sum over fermion momenta and naive introduction of a cut-off leads to a physically unreasonable result (the photon mass is infinite) [26, 28] . Since observations are made near k 2 = 0, the vacuum polarization relative to its on-shell value,
is calculated instead. Writing Z 3 as 1 + (Z 3 − 1) to separate it into fully polarized and polarization-reduction terms and integrating j 
where
and we have used µ −1 0 = c 2 ε 0 .
47
To second order in perturbation theory, the vacuum polarization relative to it maximum values at k 2 = 0 can be approximated by
where the rightmost equation is valid whenh 2 k 2 m 2 s c 2 .
48
In classical electromagnetism D = ε 0 E. This relationship is maintained here except that, with running, 49 ε 0 (k 2 ) ≤ ε 0 . The linear response of the vacuum is then described in reciprocal k space by
The Maxwell equations in vacuum can be derived from the Lagrangian (2), following the standard method. They 51 take the usual form in k-space:
The photon two-point correlation function is found by solving (4) for A ν [27]. Using Eq. (9), it can be written as
This D F is the response to a δ -function source in real space and hence to a constant driving force in k-space. Equation (13) is then a Green function satisfying Maxwell's wave equation. In the Lorenz gauge, and in k-space this is
where j µ is k independent. The matter-field coupling constant is α = e 2 /(4πhcε 0 ). Here, we hold e constant and incorporate running into ε 0 (k 2 ), so that
Since ε 0 (k 2 ) −1 contains all powers of e 2 , it incorporates summation over all numbers of pairs as sketched in 53 Fig. 1 and used in the calculation of (13) . When restricted to an energy scale E max , the sum is over all fermions 54 of mass less than E max /c 2 [29-31]. Running of e 2 /ε 0 (k 2 ) is in most ways equivalent to running of the square of 55 effective charge in conventional QED, but the physical interpretation is different. In a dielectric it is possible to 56 have ε 0 < 0, but e 2 eff < 0 makes no physical sense.
57
The dielectric properties of vacuum differ from those of a material medium in two important ways: ln(k 2 ) 58 dependence replaces the usual ω dependence and Lorentz invariance requires that ε 0 (k 2 )µ 0 (k 2 ) = 1/c 2 . The 59 speed c is a universal constant 2 whereas the coupling constant α(k 2 ) runs. On the photon mass shell k 2 = 0, 60 so a free photon always sees ε 0 and there is no running. Both the polarization D and the magnetization H are 61 nonzero; however, j v = 0 as it must for propagation in free space. A free electromagnetic wave polarizes and 62 magnetizes the vacuum but the polarization current exactly cancels the magnetization current 3 . apply to the distance that the virtual particles can travel.
72
Based on the uncertainty principle and this simple oscillator model, one can readily find that the permittivity of vacuum can be expressed as [12, 13] ε 0 = f 1 hc e. p.
where f is a geometrical factor of order unity, q s is charge and the sum is over all elementary charged particles.
73
This is consistent with QED, as discussed in the previous Section. Indeed, at large k 2 and to second order in perturbation theory as in Eq. (10), we have that
We know that at high momentum (or energy) scale, the coupling constant α(k) in QED becomes infinity [34, 35] . If Λ is the value of that momentum (which is usually called the Landau pole [36]), then
2 Interestingly, even without imposing this requirement and when using the oscillator model in next section to independently calculate µ 0 , the resulting speed of light is independent of how many types of elementary particles contribute and agrees with the limiting speed in Lorentz's equations [13] . 3 This bears some resemblance with the interference between the emitted electric and magnetic dipole waves leading to forward scattering only and no back scattering, the property of Huygens waves which typically appear in materials with comparably strong electric and magnetic interaction, which holds for the vacuum [32] and was recently rediscovered for metamaterials [33] . 4 While a real pair cannot be created by absorbing a photon due to simultaneous conservation of energy and momentum, this restriction does not apply to the ephemeral creation of virtual pairs. and hence the fudge factor f in the oscillator model is given by For the standard model ∑ q 2 s /e 2 = 9 and with two additional charged Higgs particles of mc 2 5 × 10 11 eV, f 1 74 and all of ε 0 is vacuum polarization if log(hΛ/c) = 35.
75
If running is neglected, the on-shell Maxwell equations in a medium with charges and current sources are
∇ · D(r,t) = ρ(r,t), ∇ × H(r,t) − ∂ D(r,t)/∂t = j(r,t).
as in classical electromagnetic theory. Equations (20) allow us to define the four-vector potential that drives the 76 creation of the pairs. Equations (21) simply say that charge density is the divergence of polarization and the 77 current is the sum of its polarization and magnetization parts. inner surface of the shell at radius r, canceling part of the charge e 0 for an observer at a distance larger than r.
90
Obviously, at the outer surface of the dielectric medium, an equal charge of opposite sign appears. However, if 91 the charge is measured from within the medium it will appear to be reduced, precisely by the permittivity ε [39] .
92
When one considers the vacuum, one has to take into account that it extends to infinity. Now, the 93 permittivity depends on the distance r to the charge. This is so because at r only those virtual pairs having 94 Compton wavelengths λ r contribute. We can interpret his model from a QED viewpoint. To this end, we 95 define the relationship between D and E at charge separations r h/(m e c) where the coupling strength can be 96 measured; that is, ε 0 (r h/(m e c)) ≡ ε 0 at large distances or, equivalently, small momenta, where the vacuum 97 is maximally polarized. With polarization included the dielectric permittivity is ε 0 at the physical scale. In 98 consequence, Π is the reduction in polarization.
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Since ε 0 (k 2 ) is not a constant, the exact relationship between D and E is nonlocal in r-space. It is not, in general, correct to write the potential as Φ = e/4πε 0 (r)r. The simplest example in which running coupling can be expressed as an explicit local function of r is a static charge, say +e. In the Coulomb gauge E(k 2 ) = −kΦ(k 2 ) and ω = 0. Equation (12), with k 2 = −k 2 , then gives Φ(k 2 ) = e k 2 ε 0 (k 2 ) ,
which in r-space reads Φ(r) = d 3 k (2π) 3 e k 2 ε 0 (k 2 ) exp(ik · r) , 
where m e is the mass of the electron, r is the distance from the fixed charge and γ = 0.577 is Euler's constant.
101
The dielectric constant ε 0 decreases with increasing k 2 or decreasing r. For r <h/(m e c) the Coulomb interaction 102 becomes stronger as the charges approach each other. 103
Conclusion

104
We have verified that QED vacuum is a polarizable medium with dielectric constant ε 0 (k 2 ) ≤ ε 0 . Lorentz
